MAFia Application

Disclaimer: Please note that you are entitled to leave any question you feel uncomfortable answering blank without any repercussions regarding our final decision (except your name; if you leave that blank, we will be unable to consider you). Additionally, you are welcome to add as much space as needed to thoroughly answer the questions as you see fit.

Please send completed applications to Marcus Salvadore: salvadom@lafayette.edu, by March 13th.

Name: Class: Year: Major: Height: Wingspan:

1. Why do you want to live on the MAFia?

2. What are your musical interests (singing, dancing, musical instrumenting, etc.)?

3. Do you do anything else artistic/creative (painting, acting, writing, etc.)?

4. What is your most memorable music-related experience?

5. Name one song that you regretfully find extremely catchy.

6. Have you ever participated in a music ensemble and if so, what was it?
7. What is your favorite genre/style of music? Why?

8. Have you attended any MAFia events? If so, which was your favorite? (Please note that not having attended a MAFia event does NOT disqualify you from living on the MAFia.)

9. What would you add/bring to the floor?

10. What is your favorite unconventional instrument? i.e. Mayonnaise

11. If you had to plan an event for the MAFia what would it be?

12. If you could spend a day with any musician (dead or alive), who would it be and how would you spend it?

13. Are you applying to an Arts House or other early-decision housing (please specify)?

14. Would you be willing to live in a double? If so, is there anyone already living/applying to live on the floor with whomst’d’ve (whom) you would like to room?
15. Reenact your favorite Vine; if you choose to do so, attach the video.

16. What is your spirit vegetable? Explain.

17. Is there anything else that you would like us to know about you?